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Welcome to the latest issue of our newsletter for Butterfly Conservation 

members and many other people living in the Scottish Borders and further 

afield. Please forward it to others who have an interest in butterflies & 

moths and who might like to read it and be kept in touch with our activities. 

Iain Cowe 

iainacowe@gmail.com 

 

Hello everyone! Despite everything going on this mad world these days, Butterflies and 

Moths are a welcome escape through the Spring, Summer and Autumn, and for the 

determined, Winter as well. There can be no escape though from the reality that our natural 

landscape is changing rapidly. Of Butterflies alone we have seen the redistribution 

northwards of Comma, Speckled Wood, Small Skipper, Large Skipper, Wall Brown, Holly 

Blue, White-letter Hairstreak, and Brimstone. That’s just the Butterflies! Almost all Insect 

groups are moving northwards. Moths, Dragonflies, Wasps, Bees and Bugs of all sorts. On 

the face of things this all sounds like good fun for any enthusiast not quite knowing just what 

will turn up next, but it does of course have a downside. That downside is just how all this 

change will impact our long-time resident species. I am detecting for example with evidence 

a growing trend towards species managing extra broods late in the season. This could be 

problematic with many of these later broods failing leading to smaller numbers making it 

through winter. We will see over the coming years even further changes no doubt to the 

distribution of our species. Both winners and losers as Insects adapt or don’t. 

On a brighter note! We had some great news this year with the long-lost Purple Hairstreak 

finally being tracked down by the intrepid explorers Geoff and Gail Ballinger. You can read 

all about their story in this newsletter. As Scottish Borders Butterfly recorder I was cautious, 

and still am regarding the Purple Hairstreak, but have accepted that Geoff and Gail have just 

gathered enough evidence. I am though in need to be further convinced with some hard 

evidence. It is hoped over winter that will be eggs of the Butterfly that can be found on the 

growing tips of Oak, or indeed failing that, more solid (photographic) adult evidence 

through July and August next year. Geoff and Gail have shown that Harestanes is the very 

place to start looking if you happen to be there at all over winter or next summer. I may also 

suggest that the whole area is rich with Oak, and I am very optimistic to believe rich with 

Purple Hairstreak. 

I do hope you enjoy the contents of this Scottish Borders Newsletter. 

 

Iain. 
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The White-letter Hairstreak season 2021 did not produce a single new expansion to the 10 

kilometre spread which we had been monitoring this past few years. On the contrary we 

were able to look not so much at an expanding distribution, but at a far higher resolution 

within known squares. One particular square which took some bashing was the NT85 square 

centred on my hometown of Chirnside. Up until this year we knew of the odd ones and 

twos scattered here and there. With a more concentrated effort far higher densities were 

observed at several known and new sites along roughly the Whiteadder corridor. We were 

also able to look more closely at the Alewater colonies in NT96 between Eyemouth, and 

Ayton. With the help of Mick Pawley who must have visited the site as many times as I did 

through July we were able to build a very full picture of things including for the first time 

evidence of the pupae which to be honest I thought would have been impossible. 

 

 

White-letter Hairstreak 

Progress 2021 by Iain Cowe 



 

  

The anticipation of a new flight season begins always optimistically early. From the last week in June 

to be exact. This year 2021 things were a little bit behind the curve by way of emergence. I found 

myself investigating Elm at close range almost willing the Butterflies to emerge. Many visits to sites, 

and many blanks. It was now the 2
nd

 of July and I was once again trawling through the Elm down 

along the Alewater Banks near Ayton, and Eyemouth fruitlessly. The White-letters were not budging. 

I, out of desperation more than anything else, began looking closely with some magnification at the 

leaves, and twigs when I suddenly came across something on the back of an Elm leaf that I had never 

previously encountered. It looked very much like a Butterfly pupa, but I could not be absolutely sure. 

I rifled through images on my mobile and could clearly see that I had very likely stumbled into a 

White-letter Hairstreak pupa. I couldn’t believe it! I looked at the pupa’s position, and then studied 

the feeding damage close to where the pupa was. Could that be a clue to finding more? I ventured 

out now newly invigorated checking all the Elm for feeding damage at head height and in all found 6 

White-letter Hairstreak pupae. I noted also at the time that of those 6, 2 were very dark, almost 

black, whilst the others were lighter in colour. I had guessed that the darker ones were close to 

emergence. (It turned out I was wrong about that). I put out an A.P.B to the East Branch Butterfly 

Conservation Group on the night of the 2
nd

 July to look out for signs of feeding damage on Elm and 

how to look for the Pupae without much hope of a reply. I was astonished though to receive news 

the very next day from Charlotte Cavey-Wilcox that she had managed to find one after a 2 hour 

search down at Harestanes, Ancrum. What a find!! Legendary! 

 

On the left we have two White-letter pupae. The 

top one is Charlottes find at Harestanes. This we 

now know is a healthy pupa. It is light coloured, 

and you can see white hairs across the pupal 

casing. It is attached by a few threads to the 

underside of the Elm leaf near the central rib. 

The darker Pupa below is one of my finds at 

Alewater Banks. It’s much darker almost black 

and has orange hairs across the pupal case. At 

the time I guessed that this pupa was close to 

emergence considering the colouring.  

For the next few days, I studied the 6 pupae I 

found at close range marking all their positions 

to look for any shift in emergence. These darker 

pupae stayed dark, and yet the lighter pupae all 

emerged adults. After a good while I decided to 

dissect the darker pupa to find out what was 

going on. The pupa was completely desiccated. 

Just dust. I’m not entirely sure why. Could it have 

been parasitism? There were no signs of exit 

holes. I’m just not sure and have no further 

evidence.    



 

After those amazing White-letter Hairstreak pupae finds the adults soon began emerging. A few at first, then 

gradually building in number towards the middle of July. Up to now we had seen at all sites, very few 

adults. A half dozen tops here and there, but mostly singles and pairs. Colony density appeared to be thin. 

With some concentrated effort though this year it was found that colony density is far from thin. At two 

sites namely, Alewater Banks, Ayton, and Bite-About Wood, Whiteadder, Chirnside I saw in excess of 50 

individuals. On both occasions the larger numbers were not above Elm. The White-letter Hairstreak depends 

a great deal, though not exclusively, on Aphid Honeydew, and they will gather wherever the Aphids are 

most active. One morning at Alewater Banks the Hairstreaks were busy on Oak along with Red Admiral, 

and a horde of Wasps. This being Oak, I was very mindful to identify this Hairstreak as White-letter and not 

Purple. I took as many long-distance shots as I could of as many individuals as I could and all of them were 

White-letter. An example of activity below above Oak at Alewater Banks.  

At Bite About Wood the tree of choice for Honeydew feeding was a very large and bright Lime tree in full 

flower. At first I thought it might be the flowers that were attracting the Butterfly in such numbers, perhaps it 

was, though the leaves were sticky with Honeydew. Everywhere I looked that morning there were White-

letters dancing above Elm, Lime, and Oak. 50 was a very conservative number.  



  

The other finds this season were all local. Mick Pawley did some fantastic work down at Alewater Banks 

discovering many newly occupied trees and attempting to uncover other occupied sites elsewhere. Geoff 

and Gail Ballinger looked at the A1 corridor about Houndwood, and up to Dunglass with no return 

yet….but its coming. I settled for the Whiteadder either side of Chirnside and found many new colonies 

especially a concentration about the David Hume Bridge, and Chirnside Station. There was a single report 

of a White-letter Hairstreak turning up in a garden on the east side of Kelso, as well as a single report of an 

adult turning up in a Chirnside garden. I did a recce about Earlston with no return, and recently looked at 

Reston, again having no luck. All in all it has become impossible to monitor all the known sites annually as 

there are just too many now. That’s a good thing I think. I almost forgot to mention that Robin Cowe 

found occupied Elm at Manderston Mill, and Marden on the Whiteadder between Chirnside and Duns. I 

also had some luck in the same area with a few adults on the Elms about Todheugh. Despite having some 

good luck along the Whiteadder corridor we have so far failed to find anything just yet on the Blackadder 

corridor. Next year perhaps.    

Many thanks to all of those who have helped out this year with records, and monitoring. 

Many thanks to Charlotte for use of her pupa photograph. 

 

If you would like to help next season or this, as we are now looking for White-letter 

Hairstreak eggs!! Then please contact me at iainacowe@gmail.com 

White-letter female at David Hume Bridge White-letter female at Teviot Bridge 



  

               Returning to Paradise   
                                             by Lucy McTaggart 

 
This year was meant to be another good year of cycling in the Borders following a hard 

Winters training. Unfortunately, fate took a hand and an injury to my back meant my season 

was over before it began, but if anything good can come from disaster it’s been that the lack 

of cycling but remaining desire to be outside sent me spinning back to the habits of my four 

year old self. My dad was a farm worker in darkest East Anglia and often my mum worked on 

the farm too. If it was a workday for mum before I reached school age, I would go with her 

but then be set free to explore the woods and fields. It was a magical time of searching for 

birds nests, collecting fossils and chasing butterflies, which continued through my early years 

but later became more of a background instead of a total focus. A time I had forgotten as I 

grew up and did other things. Now suddenly I’m transported back to that time by mentions 

of the Rickety fence and Battery dyke among others, spoken about like a secret special place 

where certain butterflies live. The excitement of exploring that I first experienced all those 

years ago was instantly rekindled and was to carry me through a Summer and Autumn of 

butterflies along with other wildlife along the way. 

 

 

Comma- Polygonia c-album- First sighting at the Rickety fence in early August, then likely to show up 

unexpectedly almost anywhere like the shopkeeper in Mr Ben for anyone who remembers that far 

back. Lindean again, Waterwheel river path, Battery dyke path on brambles, Darnick community 

woodland. 



  

I’ve lived in the Borders at Galashiels for the last seventeen years now and with being a long-

distance cyclist have covered most of the roads many times over but now a chance to 

disappear off sideways into the scenery I’ve been observing from the bike all those years and 

see the hidden treasures there. 

I have to thank all the people who’ve helped me on my way with this and answered various 

daft questions to put me on the right track. 

The first thing I needed was to rediscover my lost art of stealth and how to be so totally still 

and silent as to be almost invisible. 

 

My first butterfly outing this year was a trip to Gordon where Iain Cowe patiently guided us 

round the community woodland in search of the Small Pearl Bordered fritillary and a few 

others along the way. Funnily enough my memory of that rather damp day was that 

although the fritillaries we eventually found were marvellous my favourites were the tiny 

black Chimney Sweepers we saw on the way.  

I returned home that day having not been sure if I would even manage the walk with my 

injury, full of much excitement and knowing I had refound something I hadn’t even realised 

I’d lost. A foray to Jedburgh followed as part of a butterfly survey with Borders Forest trust 

on a baking hot day spent chasing about in the meadows finding a good few species and 

catching sight for the first time of my now firm favourite, the Small Copper. Local forays 

followed around my home patch of Gala finding a few good places and later the purchase of 

a reasonable camera to aid in recording sightings. 

Small Copper- Lycaena phlaeas- After my first sighting at Jedburgh, many more in many places including on the allotment as a 

good surprise but also Lindean, the river path at the back of the Waterwheel café in Selkirk which is a good place for butterflies 

on sunny days and the river path at Abbotsford another good place. 

 



 

  

Then at last I could stand it no more. I had to find out where this Rickety fence was that 

everyone was talking about as if it was the entrance to Narnia through the wardrobe and to 

see what all the fuss was about over the ‘Scotch Argus’. After interrogating Lisa McLeish, she 

finally gave in and agreed to show me where it was and the best spots there for Scotch Argus. 

It turned out to be a great afternoon with many indeed very beautiful Scotch Argus butterflies 

as well as a first Comma and a chance to try the new camera accompanied by someone who 

knew what they were doing. 

As Summer wore on trips to a few other places and then a breakthrough came when I 

discovered Lindean Loch as a place to visit regularly with it being not far from home and 

though not covered in butterflies it did with patience give me some good finds including a few 

days when there were a good lot of Scotch Argus plus individuals of Painted Lady, Comma 

and some Common Blues as well as many impressive dragonflies. I visited there a lot over the 

Summer. It had a nice feel to it there (not very scientific I know but sometimes works) and 

although over the school holidays it was sometimes busy with people, the quieter parts further 

from the car park normally gave some success especially on the warmer afternoons. There is 

quite a variety of habitats there so seems potential for many species.  

Exploring continued and into the Autumn as the sightings at Lindean dwindled, trips to the 

Battery dyke between Melrose and Newstead plus the Trimontium hedges began with pointers 

from others to look for ivy flowers and brambles for the last remaining butterflies and a bit 

more learning about the best places to search as well as careful choice of time of day, 

temperature, sheltered places etc. Plus of course not forgetting to keep in well with the 

weather fairy by leaving a few jam pieces under the pillow at night. 

 

 

 

Scotch Argus- Erebia aethiops- Mostly at the Rickety fence but also Lindean Loch but not anywhere else for me this year. 

 



  

Now at the end of October as the temperature drops drastically, things draw to a close and 

the remaining butterflies find a cosy dry place to overwinter, my thoughts turn to next year 

and a million new places remembered from cycling the area, that with this year’s new 

knowledge connecting where might be good places for butterflies I now need to go and 

explore. How will I get time for all those places? A butterfly safari by bike should do it. 

A few of the best from this year for me and places I found them. Just my own observations 

from my exploring so not necessarily everyone else’s experience and as above there are many 

more places to go yet: 

 

Here’s looking forward to next year’s adventures- Lucy McTaggart 

 

 

Red Admiral- Vanessa atalanta- Seen from early August onwards again at Lindean but then many places and seemed to be the 

last butterfly standing at the end of the Autumn feeding on the sloes at Newstead though by that time looking a bit weather 

beaten. 

 



 

 

 

  

The Crescent moth in Berwickshire 

by Barry Prater 

I used to go bird-watching with a close friend who once complained because he never saw 

any Dippers and I helpfully explained that he didn’t go to the right places. However, for quite 

a few moths I ask myself ‘why can’t I find them?’ and I have to keep telling myself it’s because 

I look in the wrong places. A good example is the Crescent, which I have seen on Mull in its 

very crisp and striking form but never in Berwickshire until 2020.  

 

 

 

The books from Stainton (1857) to Waring & Townsend (2017) all give Yellow Flag iris as the 

primary larval foodplant with various sedges also mentioned. I don’t have enough knowledge 

to distinguish the different sedge species but I can spot the iris when it’s in flower, so in my 

early searches I took the easy option and focused on a few places with Yellow Flag – such as 

Gordon Moss, Hoprigshiels Wood and even Watch Water Reservoir – but no successes. 

A glance at the Moths Atlas shows that the Crescent is mostly a western species in Scotland 

with a large swathe of the south having almost no records. Looking in more detail across the 

Borders, we have 33 records of the moth before 2020 ranging in date from 1879 to 2002; 

however, 22 of these are from just one site. Homing in on the Berwickshire situation, there 

were only 5 pre-2020 records, with big gaps 1880 to 1961 and 1963 to 2002, when it was 

recorded at Bemersyde Moss. There is scant information about the exact locations of the early 

records and so no real clues as to the habitats which suit the moth here. 

 

typical Crescent from Mull 



 

  

  Over recent years I have light-trapped at many wetland sites in the county and this has been 

very productive for both macro and micro moths and it was in August 2020 when the first 

Crescent appeared – at Everett Moss near Legerwood. To be honest I hadn’t been setting my 

sights on finding one of these, so it was a very pleasant surprise. This was quickly followed by 

another at Lurgie Loch in September. This year two more sites with the Crescent were located 

– Clarabad Farm pond near Paxton and Lithtillum Loch on The Hirsel estate. So the spread of 

known sites now stretches across the county from near the coast to just short of the Tweed. 

So what about the foodplants which the caterpillars might be using at the various sites? None 

appears to have the full suite of foodplants which are listed; in fact some may only have one. 

An interesting example is the pond at Clarabad Farm, where the sole relevant plant is probably 

the fabulous Branched Bur-reed (the only reference I can find to the Crescent using this is 

Kirby’s book of 1899). The does not seem to have a long history as it doesn’t feature on old 

OS maps. Intriguingly, the 1879 and 1880 records of the Crescent come from the nearby coast 

so maybe these fed the site at Clarabad once it became suitable and held the necessary 

foodplant. 

 

habitat at Lithtillum Loch pond 



  

Branched Bur-reed at Clarabad 

At first sight this species is just 

another rather dull brown moth, but 

its detailed appearance, as with most 

moths, is both intricate and variable 

from the brightness of some from the 

west to subtle and plainer dark and 

light shades. It’s been an excellent 

experience finding it again in 

Berwickshire. 

There are broader matters. Our 

decisions that some species are scarce 

or rare or threatened through 

decline come primarily from 

recording data. So how should we 

respond to finding quite a few more 

dots on the distribution map for the 

Crescent? Has it become more 

widespread in recent years, or has it 

always been around at these and 

probably more sites, but not been 

detected because no-one has ‘looked 

in the right places’? I think I would 

vote for the latter. 

 

Barry Prater. 

 

 

A selection of Crescents from Berwickshire 

in 2020 and 2021 



  

Miscellaneous and seldom seen from 2021 

I really cannot speak for any fantastic Moth discoveries through 2021 at least, I have nothing bar Barry’s 

fascinating article for The Crescent to show for it. As for Butterflies we of course had the rediscovery of Purple 

Hairstreak at Harestanes, a single Brimstone spotted by me at Leaderfoot through October, and a single Holly 

Blue at Burnmouth old School where they have been seen before over a series of seasons, as well as further 

Holly Blue activity at Paxton House through September (very possibly third brood Butterflies). On top of that 

Geoff and Gail Ballinger on a visit to Edgars Cleugh near Abbey St Bathans were able to find Green 

Hairstreak. The Green Hairstreak is still a rarity in Berwickshire but it should not be.  Below are number of 

lesser seen things from 2021 from various observers. 

Scallop Shell. A seldom seen Scottish 

Borders Moth caught in a Moth trap 

at Earlston by 13-year-old Thomas at 

Earlston. What a find Thomas!! Well 

done!  

This beauty is the Lilac Beauty. 

Another seldom seen Moth in the 

trap or elsewhere caught and 

photographed by Charlotte Cavey-

Wilcox on the 19th July. Its foodplants 

are fairly common in Honeysuckle 

and Privet so perhaps there are far 

more out there.  



  

Micropterix aureatella is likely more 

widespread and common than can 

be detected. They are, according to 

text, Billberry feeders. This one was 

photographed by Charlotte Cavey-

Wilcox on the 15th June.   

Another seldom seen is this Comma 

caterpillar found by Charlotte Cavey-

Wilcox on Elm at Harestanes whilst she 

was looking for White-letter Hairstreak 

Pupae. A very nice find. Comma regularly 

use Elm through the season.    



  

A new site for the Green Hairstreak in the 

heart of Berwickshire up at Abbey St Bathans 

photographed by Geoff Ballinger. This is an 

egg laying female late in the season found at 

Edgars Cleugh, a very rich Butterfly and Moth 

habitat.    

White-letter Hairstreak caterpillar. A second 

or perhaps third instar. Tiny and extremely 

well camouflaged this took a number of 

visits to find at Nether Mains Farm, near 

Chirnside on the 6th May.   



 

  

Species rich grasslands are beautiful and biodiverse, whilst also providing important ecosystem services such as 

carbon sequestration. The soils of rich grasslands are one of the most effective carbon stores of any UK habitat 

and yet, they are usually overlooked with regard to the biodiversity and climate crisis. In less than a century, we 

have lost over 97% of our species rich meadows and the status of Scotland’s remaining fragments is poorly 

understood. Throughout my PhD, I aim to improve our knowledge of these special habitats and the butterflies 

which rely on them to survive.  

During the summer of 2021, I had the most amazing experience surveying species rich grasslands in the Scottish 

Borders, Midlothian and Fife. This involved traditional field surveys for pollinators and a site condition 

monitoring survey following the methodology used to assess SSSI’s. Grassland sites ranged from degraded to 

extremely botanically rich, which allowed me to record how the pollinator communities changed along a 

gradient of grassland quality. At very rich sites, I enjoyed the company of shimmering Dark Green Fritillaries, 

fairy-like Northern Brown Argus and bewitching wild plants like the Greater Butterfly Orchid. As you might 

expect, overgrazed or improved grasslands hosted mainly generalist species and in much lower abundance.  

My PhD is funded by the E4 Doctoral Training programme which aims to promote multidisciplinary work in 

Geosciences – consequently, there is a twist to this project. Whilst performing traditional field surveys, I have 

also been collecting high resolution imagery using drones and cameras. I aim to use this image database with a 

technique called supervised classification (machine learning) to remotely assess the type and quality of a 

grassland. This will work by training software to identify indicator species and to calculate other useful metrics, 

such as the percentage cover of flowers. Utilising technology in this way could be extremely efficient, should the 

Scottish Government implement its proposed results-based agri-environment scheme in 2024. Such a scheme 

could see huge gains for biodiversity but also result in very labour-intensive long-term monitoring. Both 

pollinators and plants are taxonomically difficult groups to identify – requiring expert knowledge, often acquired 

over many years. The use of technology in conservation therefore offers great potential as a user friendly, cost 

effective and rapid approach to assessment. 

I truly fell in love with species rich grasslands a couple of years ago, during a botany internship at Scottish Natural 

Heritage. Ever since, I have pledged that championing our remaining life-giving meadows will be my mission. 

Studies have shown that creating new floral habitat for pollinators is simply not enough. We must all work hard 

to protect and restore ancient pastures, before they are lost forever. Let’s hope that technology will help us to 

achieve this, though locating, assessing and mapping remaining grasslands quicker than ever before. 

 

Saving Scotlands Grasslands by Apithanny Bourne 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

From hearsay to Harestanes: 

 a tale of two Purple-holics 
by Geoff & Gail Ballinger 

We are Geoff and Gail, and we are now confirmed purple-holics ... 

The project we had originally set ourselves for the second covid year was to find and 

photograph every butterfly normally seen in the East Scotland region, and by mid-July we had 

only the Scotch Argus and Purple Hairstreak (PH) still to do. The PH was a concern since we 

had never seen one, and having followed Chris Stamp’s adventures in Perthshire and Tayside 

in summer 2020 they seemed like a challenge to track down and to photograph. 

We were thus delighted to hear (on the East Scotland Butterflies Facebook group) that Chris 

had found a good site much closer to us in Edinburgh, by the River Leven in Fife, on 21st July. 

We visited the following evening and were enthralled by the acrobatic antics of the males as 

they jousted and dived around the sunny upper canopy of the oaks far above our heads! 

Given Chris and various others had Fife and points north well covered we decided to explore 

south of the Forth, and started off with a successful evening at Callendar House in Falkirk 

where a single iRecord entry had appeared from 2020. From there we romped off down the 

M9 seeing good numbers at Muiravonside (suggested by a historic record), and then a few at 

House of Binns (Woodland Trust ancient oak record) bringing them into West Lothian, almost 

on successive evenings. 

 

Purple Hairstreak sharing supper with a Wasp taking honeydew from Whitebeam at Muiravonside. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After that things got harder! We spent a lot of evenings wandering oak rich sites in West 

Lothian, e.g. Calderwood, Hopetoun, and Dundas Castle, but not a flutter to be seen. After 

some persistence we did manage a few more sightings but definitely diminishing returns as we 

headed further south and east. We also looked at a number of apparently very suitable sites in 

Edinburgh, Midlothian and East Lothian but no luck. All very frustrating, so we interspersed 

these trips with a couple of visits to richer sites in Fife to get some purple fix ... 

That left the Borders as a glaring gap in the distribution map between Northumberland and 

the central belt. Taking inspiration from Chris Stamp’s article in the spring newsletter, and Iain 

Cowe’s comment on Facebook “Gala, Melrose, Jedburgh, Selkirk, that's where they will be, 

and likely always been”, we decided to turn our attention south. After a few false starts and a 

little late in the season, again following the Woodland Trust ancient tree records and a couple 

of historic records, we ended up at Harestanes on 24th August, where huge and ancient 

pedunculate oak fill the horizon in every direction. 

The main challenge was the sheer scale of both the estate and the trees, and in particular 

finding good vantage points without being chased by cows. After a good few hours of 

wandering around, including a number of “almost” sightings where we saw likely movement 

but never managed to quite pin it down, we retired home defeated. 

 



 

 

  

Gail was quiet as we drove back up the A68 and then said she was almost certain of the 

glimpse we had while sitting at a picnic table in the Harestanes playpark. I have to admit I was 

sceptical, but was “persuaded” we were going back the next day. It turns out she was dead 

right and we were treated to a few minutes of three or four grey-ish hairstreak style butterflies 

jousting in the treetops to the south of the playpark in the evening sunshine before the haze 

came in. 

A couple of days later we returned and though we only saw one butterfly managed to get it 

on video, and so convince the rightly sceptical recorder. Given the viewpoint we had, and the 

sheer height of the tree, we didn’t manage to get any still photos of the butterflies at any 

stage. 

So what have we learned that might help others to go out and find them? 

They keep relatively late hours compared to the rest of the butterfly world. Males can be seen 

jousting on the west facing oak canopy in the evening sun as they squabble over the best 

display positions, or if there is plenty of room to spread out, they will sit and bask wings open 

in the sun. Best times to see them are approx 6-8pm in late July, and perhaps an hour earlier 

by late August. Solitary females can sometimes be seen earlier flitting around lower down the 

canopy in the mid-afternoon. 

 

The flightpath of a Scottish Borders Purple Hairstreak with Hairstreak circled top right. 



 

  

We have sometimes seen them flying between trees, occasionally as low as head height, and 

the first impression of colour when you glimpse one is often more chocolate brown than 

purple. We have never seen one settle anywhere near ground level. When seen jousting in the 

treetops the main impression is the light grey underwings. 

PHs like well established mature pedunculate oak, though can sometimes be seen displaying on 

other trees. Oaks are generally rather big trees so binoculars and a decent telephoto lens can be 

helpful. The trick is finding locations where there is a good vantage point to see into the right 

areas of the canopy. 

There is a big difference between the high intensity sites like Loch Leven, Auchtermuchty 

Common, Kinclaven Woods, Muiravonside etc where there is fairly intense competition for 

limited display locations in the canopy and so plenty of jousting and chasing, and the likely 

majority of low intensity sights where there is much less obvious movement. 

A number of our more interesting finds, including Harestanes and House of Binns, were made 

when we had more or less given up and settled down to have a coffee before driving home. 

There are two obvious explanations for this: 

1. PHs like the smell of coffee      ! 

2. at low intensity sites a long linger time is required to have much chance of seeing them ... 

(Perhaps the editor would like to comment?) 

 

Given how hard they can be to spot, especially if the conditions are less than perfect, not 

seeing them doesn’t mean they aren’t there. They require luck and persistence. They are 

definitely worth it however, very accurately described by Chris Stamp as “the crack cocaine of 

butterflies”, so perhaps you should have a look at the tops of some nearby oak trees on a 

warm still sunny evening from mid July on and see if you become purple-holics too… 

 

PS. For more purple inspiration see Chris’s talk at the recent BC Scotland Gathering - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzSm6iUYDaE&t=6150s 

PPS. Now of course it is time to go and look for the eggs, but that is another story! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzSm6iUYDaE&t=6150s


 

  

Conservation of the Northern Brown Argus 

butterfly by Malcolm Lindsay  

Over the last few years volunteers have been surveying breeding sites of the Northern Brown 

Argus butterfly in the Scottish Borders. As a result of this work, excellently coordinated by 

Barry Prater and David Hill, we now know of some 150 sites. The work confirms that the 

Scottish Borders is the most important concentration of this Conservation Priority butterfly in 

the UK. However, we have also found that many of our sites are threatened by change in land 

use, by scrub and fern encroachment and by tree planting.  

One such site is the track of the old Galashiels-Peebles railway line near Laidlawstiel between 

Walkerburn and Clovenfords.  Here in June & July a very few surviving Northern Brown 

Argus butterflies flutter over sparse clumps of common rock-rose (the butterfly caterpillar’s sole 

food plant) growing in the thin soils of the old railway track.   

 

  

 



 

  

However, since line closure in 1962 large thickets of birch, hazel, and hawthorn have grown 

on the track shading the sun-loving rock-rose plants and their tenant butterflies.  Recent site 

inspection showed that urgent action was needed if this colony was to survive.  

In October this year Tom Prescott of Butterfly Conservation Scotland organised a weekend of 

scrub clearance work on the site.  Volunteer response was great with 10 stalwarts joining Tom 

on a drenchingly wet Saturday and 12 the following dry day.  We cut, lopped and pulled the 

scrub over a 350 metre stretch of the old railway bed and Tom introduced us to the amazingly 

effective tree- poppers which made short work of removing smallish saplings roots and all. 

  



 

  

It was hard but healthy work (once initial aches and pains had subsided). Meeting up and 

chatting with friends we hadn’t seen for ages was a great enjoyment as were an endless supply 

of Butterfly Conservation’s Kit-Kats. An impressive demonstration of autumn moths caught in 

overnight light traps at the site was a further bonus.   

By late afternoons we could see the huge difference we had made to the site. 

 

Now we may plant some more rock-rose in our new clearings to further enhance the habitat.  

And, of course, we eagerly anticipate future summer visits to see how the butterflies will fare 

in their new sun-filled site.    

A thoroughly enjoyable and productive day out and everyone present would highly 

recommend future similar conservation events. 

 



 

 

 

  

Organising Butterfly Conservation events in the 

Scottish Borders by Michael Scott 

I’m delighted to take on the role of organising 

Butterfly Conservation events in the Scottish 

Borders. Many thanks to Barry Prater for getting me 

involved with BC some years ago when I 

volunteered with the bird and butterfly surveys on 

arable farms in Berwickshire. 

I have a long way to go to develop my knowledge 

of butterflies and moths, but I am a keen wildlife 

recorder and know how helpful the local 

community of experts and enthusiasts are in assisting 

new volunteers.  

I spent most of the last 25 years managing 

Harestanes Countryside Visitor Centre near 

Jedburgh for Scottish Borders Council and latterly 

Live Borders. For 10 years the visitor centre was also 

the home of the local environmental records centre 

SBBRC. That’s when I became heavily involved in 

citizen science and had the privilege of meeting so 

many of our local expert wildlife recording 

community. I now work in my partner’s publishing 

business in Kelso. I’m also a board member of TWIC 

(The Wildlife Information Centre), which took over 

from SBBRC but in addition, provides 

environmental records services for the rest of SE 

Scotland and other regions beyond. 

Planning outdoor gatherings remains tricky at the 

moment and until there is clear Scottish 

Government guidance to proceed, I am reluctant to 

organise any BC outings which are at risk of being 

postponed. If virus numbers continue to fall, we can 

hopefully look forward to a green light for outdoor 

get-togethers during the summer ahead. 

In common with everyone else I look forward to 

meeting old and new friends around the moth trap 

sometime soon! 

 



  

Small Blue on the move again! by Iain Cowe 

The Small Blue continues to hold onto most of its territorial gains this past few years. The 

species has now been present since rediscovery in 2007 in varying degrees. The stronghold at 

Catcairn Bushes Lamberton still thrives, though other sites along Burnmouth Shore, and Blaikie 

Heugh have seen drop offs in numbers. An inland site at Causewaybank has failed now for 

three seasons straight and is no longer occupied with no adults, eggs or caterpillars detected. 

The Butterfly though is mobile in the landscape and ever testing the recorder. The Small Blue 

occupies many small sites along the Eyemouth coastal peninsula from Blaikie Heugh to 

Ramfauds, sometimes in surprising numbers. Very few Small Blue have been seen beyond the 

Eye Water introduction to the North Sea. Barry Prater had been the only recorder to have 

seen it back in 2010 along the north shore of Eyemouth Beach. I received a few reports early 

on that Mick Pawley had seen and photographed Small Blue even farther north than that this 

year at Callercove! Well beyond the Caravan site, and halfway to Linkim Shore. This was an 

outstanding find. Both Mick and I tried to find further evidence but were mostly unlucky with 

weather in the end. Whilst scouring the North end of Eyemouth beach though I was startled 

by the sight of a male Small Blue on the 7
th of

 June. The first there since Barrys famous sighting 

more than a decade before. Time flies sadly. 

Small Blue male flushed along the North side of Eyemouth 

Beach. Newly emerged and sat quietly among the Coltsfoot 

and Sea Sandwort. 



  

  

The Emperor and the Empress by 

Iain Cowe 

An encounter this Spring with a courting pair of Emperor was quite a surprise. I was up on Avenel Hill 

chasing Green Hairstreak around the sharp scree slopes when I noted a number of male Emperor flying low 

and deliberately around the scree as if they had lost something. It took a while, but eventually I could see 

the Empress down among the rocks. She attracted a large number of suitors but settled eventually for this 

lucky chap. She is only the second female I have ever seen.  



  



 

  

St Abbs Head Aphid Festival 
By Iain Cowe 

Giant Willow Aphid ( Tuberolachnus salignus) 

The Southern Hawker Dragonfly 

A kaleidoscope of Red Admiral 

Comma surrounded by Red Admiral 



  
During late September at St Abbs Head NNR I was receiving multiple reports of a 

Butterfly infested Willow tree at the head of the Mire Loch. It was noted that the 

Willow had a very decent Aphid infestation, and that the Butterflies were 

benefitting. I had to see this for myself and investigated the site on the 25
th
 

September. I roughly counted 100 Butterflies in attendance. Mostly Red Admiral, 

followed by Speckled Wood, Small Tortoiseshell, Comma and Peacock as well as the 

odd Silver Y Moth. The Aphid responsible was found to be the Giant Willow Aphid 

( Tuberolachnus salignus). According to sources this has occurred in previous years as 

well at the exact same spot. This was quite a site to see not just for Butterflies, and 

Aphids. There were many Insect types attracted. Honeydew grazers, as well as 

predators. The Southern Hawker here flew back and forth regularly attempting to 

catch an unwary straggler. The Dragonfly was interestingly intercepted on approach 

by mobs of Red Admiral who would anticipate the incoming Dragon and see it off 

flying straight at it. A storm front ghosted the east coast a few days later rendering 

the Honeydew a much diluted and less potent brew though the Aphid factory did 

remain in full production above. 

The vegetation below the Willow was caked in a sparkling sticky sugary juice…yum! 



 

 

Find us online on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/EastScotlandButterflyConservation 

https://twitter.com/bceastscotland 

https://www.instagram.com/bceastscotland/ 

 

 

 

Epilogue 

So hopefully you have enjoyed this, as ever, bumper edition of the Scottish Borders 

Newsletter. Many thanks to all the contributors, and many thanks to all the recorders out there 

across the Scottish Borders. 

Also just to note here that Michaels introductory article within the newsletter was written for 

the Spring issue rather than the Autumn issue, so be aware of that to avoid confusion on 

timings. 

 

Hopefully we may be able to put up a few events soon. I know there have been some low-key 

ones taking place here and there so far. I led a walk at Gordon Community Woodland this 

year for example, and there have been as you can see within the newsletter a few work party 

get togethers. Keep an eye on the events popping up near you on the various social network 

channels…and….and…and…If you have something, a story or article, photograph you would 

like showcased for the Spring edition please get in touch with me. I am especially keen on 

Mothy stories!! 😊 

 

All the best for the Christmas period from me Iain and all at East Branch. 
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